
Quite Rather

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Beauty answered bravely that she was _________ prepared to stay.1. quite

Dick waited about for a little, but she made no sign, and finally he turned
_________ disconsolately away.
2.

rather

I am _________ aware that you scarcely care a bit about me; but, at my
age, we cannot expect too much.
3. quite

You have hurt my vanity _________ enough as it is.4. quite

He had hoped and expected to drag them into any desperate scheme
which might be adopted, and after Raymond and his party retired, he looked
_________ blankly at his friends.

5.

rather

The end gained was perhaps _________ political than geographical; but
science profited, once more, by political needs.
6. rather

The cutter's crew will be _________ sufficient.7. quite

_________ lazy and shiftless, don't you think?8. Rather

The two old squirrels had a great deal more talk upon this subject, but as
conversation about family affairs is often _________ tiresome, I shall not
repeat all they said about the matter.

9.
rather

So far as we can judge, these intermediate forms were small, _________
frail creatures, which probably could not have been made to serve any
purpose useful to man.

10. rather

Your aunt was _________ right in what she said of him.11. quite

Now she sat, _________ languidly, in an easy-chair and knitted her
brows.
12. rather

They climbed up the slope of the mound _________ clumsily, and when
they came to the hole it seemed to them as big as a well.
13. rather
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He was not _________ sure that he was alive, but weakness rather than
fear kept him from opening his eyes to find out whether the world they would
look upon was the world they had last gazed at.

14. quite

With their arms linked together, three old men were approaching
_________ unsteadily.
15.

rather

Whatever the texts in the New Testament relating to divorce may mean, it
is _________ unfortunate that they are attributed to a bachelor.
16.

rather

Anyhow I think he'll be _________ safe about the wire.17. quite

After the latter had disposed of their coats and hats, and had taken a final
look to see that each particular hair was in its proper place, they entered the
main parlor _________ shyly.

18.

rather

But if we don't exterminate each other it will be _________ awkward.19. rather

The training is _________ strenuous, and I do wish you wouldn't probe.20. rather
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